Managing your weight

consciously, take one or two bites into it and notice what
happens in the aftermath, experiencing any waves of taste
that emanate from it as you continue chewing. Without
swallowing yet, notice the bare sensations of taste and texture
in the mouth and how these may change over time, moment
by moment, as well as any changes in the object itself.
Swallowing

When you feel ready to swallow the raisin, see if you can
first detect the intention to swallow as it comes up, so that
even this is experienced consciously before you actually
swallow the raisin.
Following

Finally, see if you can feel what is left of the raisin moving
down into your stomach, and sense how the body as a whole
is feeling after completing this exercise in mindful eating.
This exercise is reproduced from: Mark Williams, John
Teasdale, Zindel Segal, and Jon Kabat-Zinn (2007). The
Mindful Way through Depression: Freeing Yourself from Chronic
Unhappiness. New York: Guilford Press.

Constructing your personal eating CBT
programme
Using the ideas below, please select three of the many possible ways in which you can control your weight and use
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STOP SMOKING NOW

them for the next three weeks. When you can see that you
have made some real progress, you should try some of the
other possibilities during the weeks that follow.
There are many possibilities presented here. As you
answer each question, really try to give an honest answer.
This will allow you to develop a personal programme that
suits you. You will not be able to do all of these things at
once but, as you read about each one, consider it as if you
were going to do it. When you have finished reading all
of them, you will be able to choose the specific changes
you would like to make and the methods you will use to
make those changes. Think about each question carefully
and then write the answers in the spaces provided.
1. Eating at Mealtimes

If you wanted to reduce the amount you eat at mealtimes
by just a little, which specific food items can you imagine
yourself leaving? If you choose fatty or sweet foods, then
you will only have to reduce the amount you eat by just a
little to eliminate a lot of calories. Write some of your initial
ideas inside this box:

A
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2. Eating between meals

If you wanted to control snacking, or eating between meals,
what do you think would be easier or more convenient to
control? Tick the appropriate box.
How often you eat between meals

B

❑

C

❑

D

❑

or
The amount of food that you eat on each occasion
or
The fat content of your snacks
3. Substituting eating for smoking

Have you noticed yourself eating at times when in the past
you would have lit up a cigarette? If so, write down one
or two of those kinds of situations that you would like to
control.
E

F
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4. Trigger Situations

In question four of the key questions above (page 250),
did you tick any situations in the Very Often or Sometimes
columns? If you did, which two would you most like to be
able to control by not eating or over-eating? (If you ticked
the Never column for all situations, please leave the two
panels below blank).
G

H

5. Trigger Emotions

In question five, above, did you tick any of the emotions
in the Very Often or Sometimes columns? Which two would
you most like to be able to handle without needing to eat
something?
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I
When I am feeling . . .

J
When I am feeling . . .

6. Prioritise

Look at your answers, A–J, and see if you still agree with
them. Having made any corrections or adjustments, decide
which are the most important to work on. Tick the three
most important ones. Of these three, which would be easiest
to control? Which would be the most difficult to control?
And which would be in between? Write the corresponding
letter in each box below:
The easiest to control
The second easiest to control
The most difficult to control

❑
❑
❑

These three changes are the ones that you should concentrate on over the next three weeks. Start immediately
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